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SPACESTYLIST
Create something unique...

Custom
Interior
Décor
Our focus is set squarely on delivering excellence every
step of the way and our aim is to continue providing our
customers with products that keep them happy.

ABOUT SPACESTYLIST
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Welcome to SpaceStylist, where you
will ﬁnd an attractive variety of
customisable Photo Gifts, such as
mugs, t-shirts, baby onesies and bibs,
personalised puzzle games, tote bags,
backpacks, keychains, bag tags,
printed magnets stickers, cloth labels
and a whole lot more.

Easily design beautiful personalised gifts for yourself or
loved ones with our online user friendly platform with just a
few clicks. And if you are in the retail market you can use
our design tool to create unique products for your brick and
mortar or online that is found nowhere else.
SpaceStylist gives you access to aﬀordable industryleading Customised Interior Decor Products and stunning
Personalised Photo Gifts. You would be amazed at the
array of gifts you could customize! From soft throw-pillows
to jewelries and classic drinkwares. Let’s not forget the
quality wearables’ section with t-shirts, slip-ons and more.
With over 200 high-quality products on oﬀer, bringing
happiness to friends, families, colleagues and loved ones
has never been easier.
Have an exciting shopping experience!
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Ceramic Tile Mural
Who says that when it comes to custom wall art you should be limited to paper
and canvas? That was the thinking behind our iconic ceramic tile prints, and we
haven’t looked back since. By creating your very own custom mural, you can
breathe new life into any space with the click of a button. Why wait?
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MDF

Tile Mural
Add a unique piece of wall art to your home with
just the click of a button, thanks to our MDF
wood tile mural prints. The stunning display
designs you will create with these tiles will catch
the eye from every angle. They also add a true
statement piece that transforms the room from
the very moment they are put on your wall.
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Split Canvas
Photo Panels
Nothing makes a house a home like a beautifully
crafted canvas print, so why not go the extra mile? With
our iconic split canvas photo prints, you can instantly
make an impact in any room with nothing more than the
click of a button. Just what you need when you want to
breathe new life into the living room, transform the
bedroom, or even add some branding to the oﬃce.

Split Aluminium
Photo Panels
Treat your home to something that will make you smile
from the moment you walk in the door thanks to one of our
aluminum photo panel split prints and you’ll wonder how
you ever did without it. By choosing your image and
leaving the rest to us, you can create an inspired feature
wall in just a matter of minutes.
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CANVAS WALL PHOTO PANELS
Add a unique piece of wall art to your home with the click of a
button thanks to our canvas photo panel prints. The 1-piece
classic design is perfect for catching the eye from every angle and
allows you to add a true statement piece that transforms the room
from the moment it arrives.

Aluminium
Photo Panel
in
Metal Frames

Add a touch of contemporary style to
your home with the click of a button thanks to
our range of aluminum photo panels. As well
as the ﬂawless printing we’re known for,
they come complete with stylish metal
frames for the perfect ﬁnishing touch
you’ll always love. Now it’s over to
you to choose an image you
want to treasure
forever.
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Aluminium

Wall Photo Panels

Printing on aluminum used to cost so much that
you’d never dare to try it in your home, but thanks
many years of product research and development,
we bring it to you at an aﬀordable cost. Now, all it
takes is the click of a button. With the perfect size for
any wall, combined with our signature gloss ﬁnish,
the latest addition to our range is just what you’ve
been waiting for. The only diﬃculty you’ll have will be
deciding which image you want us to print ﬁrst.

Our oﬀset picture frame adds the quirky and
contemporary combination of style and
craftsmanship that you’ve been looking for, and all
at a price that’s sure to make you smile. Not only
that, it also comes with a dedicated easel to
keep your chosen images orientated exactly
how you want them for your shop display,
corporate display, or home decor project.
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8 x 10 Oﬀset
Picture Frame

5×7 Inch Glass Photo Panel
with Pin
Printing on glass is the classy and
elegant way to display any image you
like, and because we can take care of
everything for you, all you need to do is
choose an image and leave the rest to
us. Just what you need to enjoy the
perfect combination of premium printing,
iconic ﬁnishing, and an elegant beveled
edge that will live long in the
memory.

Aluminium Photo Panels with Easel
Whether you want to add beautiful imagery to a
commercial space or dress your home to impress, it’s
never been easier thanks to our new aluminum photo
panel. With space for any design or image you choose,
and complete with a slimline hinged easel, it’s the
perfect way to add an astonishing touch to your room.
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8×10 Inch Curved Acrylic
Photo Panel
Nothing compares to the modern artistry
of our new curved acrylic photo panel, so
why shop anywhere else when searching
for the perfect gift to give? It’s what we
thought the moment we laid eyes on the
ﬁrst one, and we know you’ll be as
delighted with the results as we were. And
because it’s made from the ﬁnest acrylic,
you’ll know it’ll deﬁnitely last a lifetime.

Hardboard Photo Panels
with Easel
Our new hardboard photo panel, complete
with elegant easel, is the only way to display
your chosen image in a whole variety of
settings. It could be at home, on your desk at
work, or even as part of a commercial or
promotional display. All you need to do is
decide how you want to use it, pick
out your favorite image, and then
leave it to us.
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Photo
Slates

Our new photo slate is made from the
ﬁnest material to ensure you never
want for anything else in life. It’s
beautifully crafted, delightfully rustic,
and designed to make you smile from
the moment it arrives. All you need to
do now is decide how you want to
compliment the half oval shape with
your choice of photo or graphic.
forever.

Seating in style is now easy with SpaceStylist stool cover
beautifully designed for a suiting comfort. Customize your stool
cover to match the setting in any room bringing perfect
harmony to the space. Have your logo or indeed any image
imprinted on the cover. We use only the ﬁnest fabric to get you
HD quality picture prints. We oﬀer custom prints on seat
headrest covers, beach chairs, pool side lounge chairs,
auditorium seating, oﬃce chairs and pretty much any chair or
seat you have. Style and get a printed seat cover delivered to
you instantly.
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30 Inch
Stool
&
Chair
Cover

24 Inch MDF
Printed Tabletop
16×24 Inch Flannel Indoor Mat
Your door mat doesn’t have to be made just for foot but a conveyer of
beauty. Step into your home or oﬃce in style with a wow experience.
Add your company logo for optimum brand exposure or a
beautiful work of art for home décor that gets instant
attention. Our indoor mats are soft and plush which
gives you a comforting feeling as you place
your foot on them. You can also give them
away as promotional items or gifts
to loved ones
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Use your table as a unique way to display your
logo, featured products, or a favorite photo. Our
custom printed MDF tabletops are a canvas for
beautiful artwork and a great promotional furniture
solution. SpaceStylist’s MDF tabletop portrays
style and class all by itself in any oﬃce, restaurant,
trade show booths, or even home lounges. You will
always get vivid breathtaking print results that lasts
a lifetime. All you need to do is add an image to
design your tabletop and live the rest to us

8 Inch Hardboard
Wall Clocks
Our clocks are made from contemporary
MDF material and features a black stylish
edge that catches the eye from the
moment you walk in the room. All you need to
do now is decide which image you’d like our
master printers to add to it, and then get busy dressing
your space to impress like never before.

Pillow Cases
Add a touch of style to your home with
the click of a button thanks to our all
over print pillow cases. Made from the
ﬁnest materials money can buy, it’s
everything you need to rest and relax
the moment you lie back. Just what you
need when you want to get away from it
all in style at the end of a long day.
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Towels
Add a touch of style to your kitchen, bathroom or gym
collection thanks to our beautifully crafted towels and you’ll
wonder how you ever did without one. Add your choice of
logo or image to this luxurious super-soft towel and we will
send a nicely ﬁnished product direct to your doorstep.

Our custom printed magnets are great for displaying family photos on your fridge. They

MDF
Magnets

make a thoughtful gift for loved ones and are perfect as wall arts at home and in an inspiring
oﬃce space. Change a plain and boring space to a heartwarming sight that brings a smile to
your face every time you look at it with our custom magnets. Preserve your favorite
memories in a place they’ll be easily remembered. Just add your photos to any choice of
shape in the oﬀering and we’ll send a beautifully printed magnet to your doorstep.
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Adding a touch of the country chic look to your home that’s so on-trend right now has

Table
Placemats

never been easier thanks to our exclusive customised placemats. The intricate
stitching and ﬁnely ﬁnished edges of our linen placemats serve as the perfect canvas
on which to display the image of your choice. Just what you need when you are laying
the table in style for your friends and family that have been invited to dinner.

Adding a touch of the country chic

Coasters

look to your home that’s so on-trend right now has never been easier thanks
to our exclusive customised coasters. You’ll question exactly how you ever did without
them when you receive, see and feel the sensation your customised coasters bring to
any room. And due to the fact that we’ve selected the most durable and versatile
materials, your custom-made coasters will certainly always look just as good as when
you ordered them.
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PERSONALISE IN 3 EASY STEPS
With just a few simple clicks you can personalize our high quality products with
your favorite photos, designs and logos. There is no limit to what you can create.

FIND A PRODUCT
Find a product you like from our extensive catalogue that
you’ll like to customize

2
1

PERSONALIZE THE PRODUCT
Upload yours or add image from our stock photos, add text,
design as you desire
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ADD TO CART
Add as many of your personalised products to cart and
checkout
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SPACESTYLIST
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Create something unique...

Fati Abubakar Block, Shop 72,
Ultra Model Market, Wuye, Abuja.
Tel: 09048337319
Email: info@spacestylist.com.ng
website: www.spacestylist.com.ng
Follow Us @spcstylist

